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Peace Fam. I have a question. What if you found out that your relationship was one that rules the 

heavens and the stars. Would you continue to love the way you currently do? Or would you have a 

heart? How tough is it to treat peopel how you wanna be treated? 

 

As I type the words to this blog, I notice myself to  feel hella Cary Bradshaw-ish. In my mind, I'm 

dressed just as fly! Sitting in a uber comfortable environment, typing my lil heart out. Looking at all 

the beauty life has to offer me. So that I may remind the people of the World all of the messages that 

hit my heart.  

 

I've always lived in a duel reality. These days, I am learning to expad. If your current reality isn't 

quite what you want it to be, but you are committed to doing the work to earn you your wishes. I 

invite you to join me on this fantasy ride through the mind of a Gemini, Twin Flame, Divine Feminine 

Empress. Better known as me.  

 

I am discovering and exploring a lot these days. I began my journey with exploring my natal chart. 

That led to a curious search for certain key words all over the internet. Now I'm blogging about the 

occult presence of our true reality.  

 

As I type, I am being bullied by whomever controls my internet experience. This is the 3rd time I am 

typing this particular blog (they weren't saved b4 whatever entity wiped my screen clean & 

disconnected me from the internet. Twice ). It's taken me 3 days to recuperate... 

 

Learning occult knowledge is a headache because you are constantly walking around like you are 

holding a secret that can literally make or break you. I've felt this same way about my own romantic 

experiences. No matter how passionate being their lover felt, I felt trapped and isolated within. So of 

course, that's what I have attracted. In forgiving myself, I have found a way to authentically forgive 

all of them. 

 

 



The more I learn, the more trapped & isolated I feel. I am discovering multiple ways to forgive and I plan on applying
everything I've learned to my greatest challenges. 
 
When I consider the reality that life is just 1 big ass brain fuq, I can see how we have all made choices that didn't end up
serving us in the end. From forgiving other and visualizing peace, I am mastering the ability to manifest my own reality that
feels incredible, from scratch.  Which allows me to see peace, unconditional love and illuminating light in both my public and
private lives. 
 
I am finally ready for love and all the beautiful gifts love brings. I have a O- son who's also green to life, like me. I want him to
know that yes, sometimes life hurts. However, all pain has a lesson. The more I work on myself, the more I can share with
both of my children. Resulting in a win-win-win(my children,  the team & I win. I know my son is watch all he's around. He and
I are rare, yet the same. He looks to me for answers. I feel good guiding my son to follow his divine self. Critical thinkin is
kinda his thing.  
 
My son will one day grow to meet his divine mate. Fear is normal, but unnecessary. I'm grateful to be able to be the living
examole for both my son & daughter. My King and I are taking baby steps into eachother's lives again. For me, 2018 has
been themed in healing since it started.  
 
Both of my children are now very familiar with the art of forgiveness. It feels good to be their Mommy, leading by example. 
 
Below are messages that helped me. May the same reality be y'all own. 
 
Words of Wisdom: http://bit.ly/2OFMy34 
Music: bit.ly/2KlaBkn x 
 
Enjoy all days on purpose. Don't forget to sparkle on purpose Babes . 
 
Are you enjoying the content? Beautiful�. Feel free to donate. My team and I thank you in advance   
 
 
Love n Lite   


